Effective Searching with
My questions
1. What is a Pirate and how did they come to be?
2. Why were Pirates feared so much by other ships and their crews?
3. When did Piracy dissapear, or has it?

Step 1: What are my key words?
Question 1:

pirate history origin or I could use “pirate history”

(Hint using speech marks “” means the words must be together on the webpage
for it to be included in your results)
If I used a broad key word like ‘Pirates’ I would end up with pages including
information about movies, sports teams and online shopping. 86 million sites.

Surfing th e results
When your search results appear you need to decide which one will be a useful
website. Look through the titles and key words (these may be bold) to see
whether the site is relevant.
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Surfing th e w eb page
When you have decided on the website you want to further explore it’s time to
SURF the contents.
•
•

Look for bold lettering, underlined text, headings and link buttons.
You could also use the ‘Find on this page’ tool.

You will see that any words
that you have put in you FIND
box will appear with green
highlighting.

•

Skim read the page to decide whether this information will help you to
answer your question.

•
•

Read the relevant (helpful) information from the page.
Does this information help me answer my question?

Slurp in g th e w ebpage
•
•
•
•
•
•

If the webpage will help you to answer your question it is time to SLURP.
Read the information carefully.
After you have read the appropriate information it is time to take notes.
Don’t forget to write down your websites (these are your sources).
Remember that you need to use triangular validation (3 sources).
Any one can put information on the Internet so we need to make sure
that the information we get is reliable.
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Summarising information
Choose the relevant and important information and write it into your own words.
This means that you don’t copy the information straight off the Internet. You
need to have read it carefully so that you understand the information and can
use the information in your learning.
Have you answered your question?
Our first question was…
1. What is a Pirate and how did they come to be?
The key words we used were “pirate history”. We used speech marks so that
GOOGLE looked for pirate history together to refine our search.
After we surfed, and slurped the information we summarised it into our own
words to answer our question

Website information

My answer/summary so
far
Over 3000 years ago a Greek
historian described Pirates as
people that attack ships and
cities without authority. Pirates
were named outlaws that
anybody was allowed to kill.
Most acts of Piracy were done
outside of the borders of
countries.
Greed was why Pirates came
about. It was an easy way to
accumulate wealth.

Does this answer my question?
Do I need more information? If so, back to surfing the net…
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